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Condole

CM announces Chief
Minister’s Bal Seva Scheme
IT News
Imphal, May 30:

IT News
Imphal, May 30:
Staffs of Imphal Times
condole the demise of
Sagolsem Hemanta who had
succumbed to Covid-19.
Sagolsem Hemant was the
Editor of Eikhoigi Panthung,
monthly journal and had written and translated many
books. His travelogue
“Khengjoi Chingshan” which
has also been translated in
English was among the best
seller book he had written. He
had also translated the “Land
of Jade” after taking prior permission from the author of the
book Bertil Lintner.
He had served as the
President of the All Manipur
Working Journalist Union
(AMWJU) and had taken up
various programme for the
welfare of the journalists’ fraternity.

NSCN-YA claims
ambush to AR
IT News
Imphal, May 30:
Armed rebel group, National Socialist Council of
Nagaland (NSCN-YA) has
claimed ambushed to a team
of Assam Rifles near Longvi
Village, under Changlang district of Arunachal Pradesh at
around 9 am of May 22.
A statement issued by the
Ministry of Information of the
Government of the People’s
Republic of Nagaland, signed
by one Col. Joshep said that
in the ambushed 3(three) personnel of the Assam Rifles
were killed at the spot and injured many others.
It further said that no casualty occurred on the side
of the NSCN –YA . Further, 1
AK 47 Rifles, magazines of 7
Insas Rifles were recovered
from the AR team.

Congress condole
demise of former
Minister
IT News
Imphal, May 30:
The Manipur Pradesh
Congress
Committee
(MPCC) today condole the
sudden demise of Congress
leader W. Brajabidhu Singh.
The late Congress leader
began his political career as
a grass root worker in the
year 1970 and later he represented Lamshang Assembly
Constituency as Congress
MLA after being elected I
2002, 2007 and 2012. He had
served as a Minister of the
government of Manipur from
2002 to 2005.
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On the occasion of
completion of seven years
of NDA Government at the
Centre, Chief Minister N.
Biren Singh today announced Chief Minister’s
Bal Seva Scheme (Chief
Minister gi Angang-gi
Tengbang) for the children
orphaned by COVID-19.
The scheme is meant for the
kids, who have lost both
the parents/surviving
parent/legal guardians/
adoptive parent due to the
pandemic.
Under the scheme, the
Chief Minister said, the
Government would provide
a maintenance amount of
Rs. 3500 per month if any
such child wishes to stay in
the non-institutional care
i.e. under the care of an
extended family or guardian. In case the child does
not have any extended

family or grandparents or
guardians to live with, the
kid would be kept in a Child
Care Institution, the Chief
Minister stated. It may be
mentioned that the Government of India is providing
Rs. 2160 per child per
month to the Child Care
Institutions as maintenance
grant for children below 10
years of age and not having
an extended family or
guardian.
Regarding protection of
property rights of such
children, the Chief Minister
informed that stamp duty
would be exempted in the
registration of deceased
parents’ property (land) in
their name. Land revenue
would also be exempted for
such transferred land till the
child attends the age of 21
years, the Chief Minister said.
N. Biren Singh further
added that the scheme
would also ensure specific
institutional care and

education for adolescent
girls. They would be given
preference for admission in
Kasturba Gandhi Balika
Vidyalayas (KGBV) to
ensure sensitive care,
proper protection and free
education.
The Chief Minister
further said that laptops
would be provided as a
one-time special assistance
to such children, who are
studying in Class 11 or
above or undergoing a
vocational course after
completing Class 10.
Greeting the people on
the completion of seven
years of NDA Government,
N. Biren Singh also appreciated the Central Government led by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi for their
committed hard works
towards bringing development in the past seven
years and their dedicated
efforts to fight COVID-19
pandemic.
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“25 COVID-19 positive women
delivered babies at RIMS since
April 1, 2021”
IT News
Imphal, May 30:
A media release from the
Regional Institute of Medical
Sciences (RIMS) has said that
a total of 25 pregnant women
who have been tested with
Covid-19 positive have been
successfully delivered since
April 1 this year, at a time when
the 2nd wave of Covid-19 pandemic is on a high rise.
The babies were delivered
by a team led by Prof. M.
Rameshwar Singh, Head of
Obstetrics & Gynaecology Department, RIMS, Imphal with
the support of its COVID team
led by a Professor/Consultant
of Gynaecology, the statement
said and added that the department conducted C-section on
11 women, while 14 pregnant
women had vaginal deliveries.
The department is able to conduct the deliveries smoothly

MLA Joykishan shows serious concerns about
the rise of Covid-19 cases and the death toll
IT News
Imphal, May 30:
Congress MLA from
Thangmeiband Assembly
constituency expressed serious concern to the rise of the
Covid-19 positive cases and
its death toll in the state.
Talking to a group of media
person s
through
WhatsApp, Joykishan said
that something seems not
right to the way that the state
authority has been tackling
the Covid-19 pandemic issue.
He said the state government authority need to review
the strategy adopted earlier
and prepare the best for containment of the virus from
spreading further.
“I am a member of the
Covid-19 consultative committee but it has been long
that there has not been a sitting of the committee”,
Joykishan said drawing the
attention of the state govern-

ment.
The positive case detected in a day has reached 4
digit numbers and the death
toll continues to be 2 digits
since the last couple of week.
“This is an emergency
situation and the government
should take-up appropriate
measures in consultation with
CSOs, Medical experts, local
leaders, MLAs and all representatives with Ministerial
portfolio in the government”,
Joykishan
said
indicating the urgent need for
emergency consultative committee meeting.
“Something is not going
right with the way that the
government is tackling the
Covid-19
p andemic”,
Joykishan said pointing out
some of the defect he assumed wrong.
“Why the new order of the
district administration have
to relax the curfew when the
death toll and the Covid posi-

tive cases are on the rise?
Why the Medical department
is preferring on Home Isolation for positive patient when
the fact has been known to
everyone that majority of the
people of the state are unable
to follow the guidelines provided for home isolation process”, the worried MLA question the government.
None of the authority of
the Health Department had
ever check on whether a person tested with Covid-19 can
remain in home isolation by
visiting their respective
home, Joykishan said and
without knowing whether it is
feasible for the person to
continue home isolation or
not they simply advice Home
isolation by talking through
phone calls.
He also asked the authority to make an inquiry on how
long does it takes for a Covid
positive person to get admitted to hospitals at times of

need.
He said that it seems like
some people are giving wrong
advice to the government for
some mere personal gain.
The MLA further added
that when everyone is ready
to follow the government initiative to conduct mass
Covid-19 test, how could they
use Rapid Antigen Test
(RAT) instead of RTPCR as
everyone knows that RAT
test have to be tested again
at RTPCR if tested negative.
“It is emergency time,
people are worried and panic,
at such a situation blaming
the people for the rise of the
pandemic is not correct”,
Joykishan said.
On the other hand, the
MLA also urged the government to check on whether the
private hospital (empanelled)
are following the guidelines
issued by the government to
accept CMHT or the PMJAY
card for Covid treatment.

JNMDA in dire straits as the Akademi is
headed by name shake Director in charge
IT News
Imphal, May 30:
Since the establishment of Jawaharlal Nehru
Manipur Dance Akademi
(JNMDA) till date i.e.,
almost seventy years or so
many eminent personalities were associated either
as a Secretary, Director or
Vice Chairman, Late H.
Dwijamani Dev Sharma,
Late MK Binodini Devi,
Late Prof. E. Nilakanta
Singh, Late Govind
Vidyarthi, Kh. Prakash
Singh, Ratan Thiyam,
Prof. N. Tombi Singh to
name a few. Doyens like

them were the custodian of
this Academy. The
Akademi being entirely
established on the line of
Guru-Shisya Parampara
such persons mentioned
above had nurtured the
Academy in such a way
that the institution’s
contribution in the field of
Manipuri art and culture
is well known to the entire
world.
The administrative
head of JNMDA a constituent unit of Sangeet Natak
Akademy, New Delhi, by a
regular Secretary and now
Director for two years
extendable from time to

time on the basis of
deputation. Interview for
the selection of the head of
the Academy normally
done at Delhi of late. But
the functioning of the
Academy and its Gurus is
directly dealt by Pradhan
Guru.
The tragedy of the
Academy today is that the
institution is being headed
by a Director in charge
with no administrative
power for more than a year
or so. The Pradhan Guru
was retired last February
and the post is still lying
vacant. Complete chaos in
the administration, no

Rs.2/-

direction for the students
and what not. Over and
above very recently
eighteen new posts on a
contract basis for six
months are appointed. A
question here is they
really required at present
when there are no classes
going on either online or
direct. Secondly, the
appointment of the Guru
Ahan is against the ethics
of the Academy. The entire
atmosphere and sanctity of
the Academy are deteriorated day by day as the
Academy is established on
the basis of Guru-Shisya
Parampara.

due to support of the faculty
members from the Department
of Obstetrics & Gynaecology

and Department of Anesthesiology, Nursing officials and
paramedical staff.

RIMS VRDL resume
works after repairing
Biosafty cabinet
IT News
Imphal, May 30:
Biosafety Cabinet at the
Regional Institute of Medical
Sciences (RIMS) VRDL, which
remain defunct for some time
due to technical defect is now
functional after servicing/repairing.
There are two Biosaftely
cabinet at RIMS among them
one has not been working
properly for around a year,
source said.
A statement from the RIMS
said that in addition to the earlier a new Biosafety Cabinet has
also been installed there.

“As we are dealing with
very contagious virus, it is of
utmost importance for our
VRDL staff to work under
Biosafety Cabinets while handling/processing all the
samples. We would like to state
that our VRDL team has been
working relentlessly with no
Sundays no holidays since the
onset of the pandemic (March
2020), assisting the State in
containment of the deadly virus. Till now we have done
1,17,955 RT-PCR test”, the
RIMS statement said and
added that the VRDL section
have resumed work again from
May 29, 2021.

Testing capacity substantially
ramped up- 34.3 cr total tests
conducted so far
PIB
New Delhi, May 30:
India has been witnessing
a continuous fall in the active
caseload. The Active Caseload
has further decreased;
21,14,508 active cases have
been reported today.
A net decline of 1,14,216 is
witnessed in the last 24 hours
and active cases are now only
7.58% of the country’s total
Positive Cases.
As part of continued decline in the daily new cases, the
country has recorded less than
2 lakh Daily New Cases for 3
continuous days now. 1,65,553
Daily New Cases were registered in the last 24 hours.
India’s Daily Recoveries
continue to outnumber the
Daily New Cases for the 17th
consecutive day. 2,76,309 recoveries were registered in the
last 24 hours.
1,10,756 more recoveries
were reported during the last
24 hours as compared to the
daily new cases.
Out of the people infected
since beginning of the pandemic 2,54,54,320 people have

already recovered from COVID19 & 2,76,309 patients have recovered in the last 24 hours.
This constitutes an overall recovery rate of 91.25%.
A total of 20,63,839 tests
were conducted in the last 24
hours in the country and cumulatively India has conducted 34.31 crore tests so far.
While on one side testing
has been enhanced across the
country, a continued decline in
weekly case positivity is noticed. Weekly Positivity Rate is
currently at 9.36% while the
Daily Positivity rate has reduced and is at 8.02% today. It
has remained less than 10% for
6 consecutive days now.
The cumulative number of
COVID-19 vaccine doses administered in the country has
exceeded 21.20 Cr today under
the Nationwide Vaccination
Drive.
A total of 21,20,66,614 vaccine doses have been administered through 30,07,831 sessions, as per the provisional
report till 7 am today. More
than 30.35 Lakh (30,35,749) vaccine doses have been given in
last 24 hours.
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‘Draught behind the
DMU curtain’
Dhanamanjuri University, established under
the National Scheme of Rashtriya Uchchatar
Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA) has come into existence under “The Dhanamanjuri Act,2017” w.e.f
April 6th, 2018. It is constituted of DM College of
Science, DM College of Arts, DM College of Commerce, G.P Women’s College and LMS Law College presently functioning from the DM College
Campus.
By:
DM College of Arts rumored to be one of the
Rakeshwar Keisham
best college in the State can be said a self proclamation. The state rankers it produces may be undermined due to lack of
competitiveness of its constituent members, especially when under the
DM University. On the other side of the DMU curtain is a total disaster –
incompetent authority, negligent administration, scholarships defect, frozen Student Unions, etc.
The pre-pandemic FEGOCTA class strikes and the post pandemic chemistry collectively diluted the academic atmosphere of the University. From
doubtful and questionable admission procedure to the unsystematic, unorganized and namesake online classes largely impacted the Students’
Community, questioning their fate and career. The gravity of the current
situation even worsens the academic scenario. While students of other
Universities, both inside and outside of Manipur have given their odd
semesters’ exam, we are lagging behind. As a result, the last year students
have a big fear of terminating their graduation following a ‘Zero-Year’. In
this regard, just verbal assurance from the DMU Authority is untrustworthy as sitting their 6th Semester Examination without even a single class is
unacceptable and unreasonable. In addition to this, I would like to bring to
light the charging of additional fees for form-fillups to pay the extra services hired by the authority for data entry or so. Whatever, we are not
responsible for such actions.
More annoying is the deafness and dumbness of the Students’ Unions,
who seem to be unaware of all these loopholes for what reason, unknown.
Maybe the newly nominated regular VC Prof. Dr. Rajmuhon might yet to be
in his service but the Registrar is still in office.
On behalf of all the victimized Students’ Community, I would like to
acknowledge the Students’ Union to bring up all these grievances on the
table of the Registrar for a dialogue as soon as possible and draw the
attention of the DM Authority to do the needful.
Looking forward to bringing back a pure academic atmosphere within
the Campus at all cost.

Is it really a small thing?
By:Heishnam Lakeshwar Singh
Head (Academic & Admin), JCRE Global College Babupara, Imphal
contd. from yesterday
Studying in foreign language
also reduces our habit of reading.
How students will be motivated to
read when they cannot understand
what they are reading? This must be
the reason why many of us do not
read.
In this blog I am not saying English is not important and we should
not learn English. In-fact it is very
important, we all must know it and
encourages others to learn it. But this
should not covers the importance of
mother language in education, especially to those young minds
Who is a Slave Worker?
When I was a kid, my mother used
to say there are two kinds of worker,
one is slave worker and another is
working for self. The superficial meaning of the statement says if you work
for somebody, you are a slave. However, it was not the point my mother
wanted to make. We all have to work
for others, even an entrepreneur also
has to work for other stake holders.
Work is a service we do to fulfill the
needs of people. The better we fulfill
their needs, better we are paid. Fulfilling their need means we are working for them, isn’t it?
Then, who is a slave worker in
this 21st century? A slave worker is a
person who thinks he is a slave, he
doesn’t want to work but his condition or whatever the reason compels
him to work, the work he doesn’t want
to do at all. He works only for the
money, and therefore he does only
those things his master told him to
do.
It may not be possible to own a
company, but there is always a possibility to own my job. If we do not
own our job, it simply means we are a
slave. Nobody can make us slave; it
is our attitude that makes us slave.
We are misguided by our society
which gives more importance to tangible and materialistic things. We
think the person who owns a lot of

money is the real owner or the most
independent person. But it is not. In
reality the most independent person
is the one who owns himself.
An independent person owns his
work, he has his own personal goal
and he works for it. He controls the
situation, he doesn’t allow situation
to decide his life. He doesn’t work
just for bread and butter. His self dignity is so high that he doesn’t allow
others to make him feel small. Remember slaves do not have self dignity.
He is not afraid of being different. But
it doesn’t mean he is arrogant.
Whether you are a slave or an independent person is not decided by for
whom you work, it is decided by how
you work.
A Magic Elevator
I was walking in a busy street of
Fencybazzar, it is the busiest and oldest place of Guwahati Market. Most
of the buildings are old and I can see
lots of red colour stain everywhere
and in every corner of the street.
While I was crossing a narrow
street in between two buildings I
found a little strange place, it
caught my eyes. An old man was
sitting there next to him there was
an elevator lift. It is quite strange
to find such nice lift in this old place.
Nobody notice that place, everybody was crossing that narrow
street hurriedly because that place
stinks. I approached that place; it
was hardly 10 meters away from the
narrow street where I was standing.
I saw the old man was staring at
me and inviting me for a friendly
chat. When I was near to the elevator, he smiles at me as he knew me.
He didn’t ask me why I came there.
Instead he asked me, ‘do you know
where this elevator leads to?’
‘I don’t know. It is quite strange
to me that in this old building how
come such a nice elevator functions.’ I replied.
to be continued
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Hindi Journalism and its contribution in
Indian freedom struggle

By : Er. Prabhat Kishore
“Udant Martand” was the first
Hindi newspaper published by Shri
Yugal Kishore Shukla from Kolkata on
30th May, 1826. It was a weekly, which
was published every Tuesday and
priced Rs 2/- annually. It went on publishing for one year and seven months.
The Hindi-speaking Kolkatians took
no interest in the magazine, as expected,
that caused its untimely closure with
the following editorial on 4th December 1827- “The day marks the death of
Udant Martand, Here it goes to sunset
the sun at last”. Udant was nota political newspaper; but it can never be
looked down upon for its contribution
to Hindi language. Born on 1788 in
Kanpur, Shuklaji was a Proceeding
Reader in Dewani Kachehari of Kolkata
and has ability to edit a magazine. Besides Hindi, he could write in
Brajbhasha. He, though might have
opposed the English, but his eyes remained glued to the method of the English merchandise. Udant Martand,
though of very short journey, constructed the path for Hindi journalism,
which lateron not only acted as vehicle
of social, political and academic change,
but became the voice of Indian freedom.
“Banaras Akhbar” (1845) from
Kashi was one of the first weekly published from any Hindi state. Though
the name of the paperis in Hindi, yet it
was composed using words from three
languages Devnagari, Arabic & Persian making it complex for commoners
to read. Strangely, the editor of this bilingual spirited newspaper was a
Marathi-speaking Govind Raghunath
Thatte. A monthly, “Buddhi Prakash”
came out from Agra in 1852 under the
editorship of Munshi Sada Sukhlal. For
this magazine an eminent French Professor Gari and Tasse went to the extent of saying, “He used to print interesting essays and news items. Even
articles of sheer academic values such
as history, geography, mathematics,
education and on other subjects were
published in it”.
The outbreak of 1857 mutiny
brought out new political consciousness in Hindi belts and a vehement protest against the brutal tyranny of the
British colonialists. With new political

awareness and earnest eagerness for
the advancement of his own language
Hindi, Bharatendu Harishchandra was
inspired to promote social, economical
and academic reforms in Hindi regions.
He used to go through the contemporary newspapers, books and magazines
to find out paths for Hindi readership.
He was not only well versed in Urdu,
Hindi, Brajbhasha, Khadi Boli, Bangala
but also in English, that shows his link
with western literature. In 1868, he motivated the Hindi writers by publishing the monthly “Kavi Vachan Sudha”
from Kashi. In the beginning it published the collected works of the poets, but later it became a fortnightly allowing prose-works too. In 1875 Sudha
turned into a weekly and began to be
published both in Hindi and English
by 1885.Bharatendu had created flicker
by publishing “Sudha” in Hindi speaking areas. When all of us were deep
delved into the sleeps of ignoranace,
he brought mass consciousness and
advocated for gender equality. He
dreamed of India’s self-rule, her complete sovereignty and that was earlier
than the foundation of Indian National
Congress.An influential magazine
“Bharat Mitra” was edited by Rudra
Dutta Sharma on 17th May, 1878 from
Kolkata. Bharatendu revealed that
Bharat Mitra was a political journal,
though contained genetics subjects.
The Bharatendu Age in Hindi literature
and journalism is deemed to be a golden
era and marks not only awareness
among the Hindi speaking people, but
also the sharp reaction against the British repression.
“Saraswati” is supposed to be the
first most popular Hindi monthly, which
was published by Chintamani Ghosh
from Prayag at the Indian Press in 1900.
It was recognised by Nagari Pracharini
Sabha. Mahavir Prasad Dwivedi took
charge of editorship of “Saraswati” in
1903 and third stage of Hindi Renaissance began by his consciousness
campaign among the Hindi wallas both
socially and culturally. Though its main
object was to do away with feudal and
colonial system in every walk of life,
yet somewhere it was patronized by
the government, that prevented the paper from voicing directly and openly
against the English Rule.Dwivediji was
full of patriotism, though he was much
in favour of the British judicionsness
and good governance. He cared both
for the proprietor of the newspaper and
the British government. He reformed
his faults after 1906 and stopped talking less against the British government; if necessary, he vehemently criticized her. The Hindi Renaissance dur-

ing the Dwivedi Age was the age of
revival when social, political &economical problems were gradually mirrored
in poetry; while songs emoted a theme
of social arousal.
In 1907 weekly “Sahitya” was
brought out by Madan Mohan
Malviya from Prayagand in the same
year “Hind Keshari” was started from
Nagpur by Madhav Rao Sapre. A
young enthusiasit from Kanpur, Ganesh
Shankar Vidyarthi launched a flamboyant and revolutionary weekly “Pratap”
in 1910, which was the mouthpiece of
the rebellious youths who had yearnings for anAngrej-mukt Bharat. The
paper rendered not only revolutionary
dimension but also novel upheavals.
Another significant journalistic contribution to Hindi is appearance of
“Prabha” in 1913, first published from
Khandwa by KaluramGangrade and
Makhanlal Chaturvedi and later in 1919,
began to come out from the
Vidyarthi’s”Pratap Press” of Kanpur.
“Prabha” too was a dedicated newspaper to the freedom struggle. “Chand”
was a significant journal allied with
“Prabha” and “Pratap”. It planted the
seeds of poisonous cactus in the Indians for the English by publishing Nand
Kumar written “Phansi”. “Chand”
showed the seed hatred against the
English Colonial Rule as Winston
Churchill had for the Indian natives and
played a pivotal role during freedom
movement. The popular book in three
volumes written by Shri Sundarlal
“Bharat mein Angareji Raj” were immediately banned and seized; butdespite
governmental intrusions, thousands of
its copies were circulated nationwide.
In 1920, Shiv Prasad Gupta started
“Aj” from Kashi to facilitate the freedom struggle. On 19th August 1921,
Gandhiji launched Hindi version of
“Navjiwan”. Acharya Shiv Poojan
Sahay began with editing the monthly
journal “Adarsh” in 1922. In the same
year, a weekly journal “Madhuri” was
launched from Lucknow under the
editorship of Dulare Lal Bhargav.
“Madhuri” earned good reputation in
a shorter span, as it was primarily a literary journal. Publication of Hindi
weekly “Matwala” started on 26th
August 1923 from Kolkata, to which
eminent Hindi littrateurs like Suryakant
Tripathi Nirala, Mahadev Prasad Seth,
Shivpoojan Sahay, Bechan Sharma
“Ugra”and Navjadik Lal Srivastava
were attached. “Matwala” was an outspoken paper of wisdom and humour,
whose comments were sharp and
stringing. It had unrestrained fearless
comments on culture, society, communalism and politics, due to which it had

to walk on the sharp edge of censorship for six years. In 1928, it was again
from Kolkata, Banwari Das Chaturvedi
began to edit the monthly “Vishal
Bharat”. It is opined that Chaturvediji
had more jouranalistic morality than literary foresights and there was no tip
toeing of freedom struggle in the
journal.In 1933 Gandhiji started
“Harijan Sevak” which was the vehicle
of his crusade against untouchability
& poverty.
Later phase of Munshi Premchand
was the trend of extremism. The
Jalianwalla Bagh massacre, going back
of Simon Commission, commitment for
“PurnaSwarajya”, Sentence of Hanging to Bhagat Singh, Round Table Conference in London hold testimonials of
political extremity. Such was the time of
political repressions and upheavals
that Premchand began to publish
“Hans” in 1930. The firelight of patriotism which was lit by Bharatendu, and
passing through editorial excellences
of Vidyarthi, reached at climax by
Premchand’s
politico-literary
journal.The early works of Premchand
reflect that the idea of Gandhism have
influenced him. But, gradually, he
evolved his own vision on politics and
literature. He entered the world of literature by abandoning the service of a
school inspector during the turbulent
period of political passion by turning
Premchand from Dhanpat Ray. He illustrated the odds and oddities of the British Rule to the Indian Peoplewith fierce
virulencein his literature as well as in his
editorials of “Hans”, which resulted in
punitive sentences by the Raj. He introduced a weekly called “Jagaran” along
with “Hans”;though it vanished but
“Hans” is still alive. Premchand is one
of those Hindi writers who condemned
the British course of actions through
his regular writings. In September 1936,
in the last issue of “Hans” of his lifetime, a brilliant essay “Mahajani
Sabhyata” was published, which is the
testimony of Premchand’s sharpening
revolutionary consciousness.
The country has witnessed up &
down of numerous Hindi journals&
newspapers during the fight for
independenceand most of them have
acted as an effective weapon for social
& political renaissance. Hindi journalism has been the backbone of the freedom struggle through formation &
propagation of the nationalist ideology
and bulding up of strong national sentiment & consciousness among the
masses. Its contribution has always
been saluted by the Indian people.
(Author is a technocrat and academician.)

The 7th anniversary of the Modi Govt, the
Congress terms it “7 Years of Modi Made Disaster”
By Raju Vernekar
Mumbai, May 30:
While BJP did not to celebrate
the 7 th anniversary of the NDA
Government at the centre in view of
the COVID-19 pandemic, the Congress preferred to organise protests
against the Narendra Modi Government in different parts of the country on Sunday.
Congress spokesman Randeep
Singh Surjewala, while addressing
media in New Delhi described the
Modi rule is an example of a series
of failures on all fronts including
the failure to reduce unemployment, uplift common men and the
failure in ensuring women’s safety.
In a meeting organised in
Mumbai, Maharashtra Congress
Chief Nana Patole, Congress leaders Bhai Jagtap, Charanjit Singh
Sapra, and others lambasted the BJP
Government at the centre.
In a statement released under the hashtag, “7 years Of Modi
Made Disaster” the Mumbai Congress said that “ The Narendra
Modi-led BJP government com-

pletes seven years in office this week.
India’s political economy has witnessed a massive landfall. From the
Indian economy to the social landscape, our country has been on the
decline. The Indian economy, however, during these years tanked to
its worst performance level, with the
economy going in technical recession and the unemployment levels
touching a new high. Under the Modi
government, the nation has gone
through tough times. In global ranking, India is at lowest rank, the Congress claimed.
Even now that India is facing the
second wave, the BJP government
couldn’t care less about its citizens.
With many lives lost due to the lack
of vaccinations, oxygen and
Remdesivir, the second wave that our
country faces is a Modi-made disaster.
Even now, rendering the Central
Vista an essential service, the Modi
government ignores the plight of all
its citizens. Instead of the central
vista, the centre could’ve procured
1. 62 crore vaccine doses or 22 crore
Remdesivir vials, or 3 crore 10 litre

oxygen cylinders or built 13 AIIMS
with a total of 12,000 beds or have
saved the Dearness Allowance of 15
lakh serving armed forces personnel
& 26 lakh military pensioners or have
saved interest cuts on National Savings Scheme & SBI Savings Bank
Scheme for 30 crore depositors. But
the government thought of thinking
of themselves and their greed”.
In the meanwhile in the 77 th episode of “Mann Ki Baat” on Sunday.
Modi said that “ We are seeing how
the country is fighting against Covid19 with all her might. This has been
the biggest pandemic in the last hundred years and during this very pandemic, India has confronted many a
natural disaster with fortitude. There
were cyclone Amphan and cyclone
Nisarg…many
states
had
floods…there were many minor and
major earthquakes; there were landslides. Just recently, in the past ten
days, the country faced two major
cyclones – cyclone Taukte on the
west coast and cyclone Yaas on the
east coast. Both these cyclones affected a number of States.
Under these trying and extraor-

dinary calamitous circumstances,
people of all these cyclone affected
States have displayed courage.
People who led rescue and relief work
deserve more appreciation than can
be expressed. I salute all of them. The
Centre, State governments and local
administration have come together to
face this calamity. My heart goes out
to all the people who’ve lost their near
and dear ones. Let us all firmly stand
by those who have borne the brunt
of this disaster.
India’s victory-resolve, her VijaySankalp has always been equal in
magnitude. We’ve seen in the days
gone by how our doctors, nurses and
frontline warriors have toiled day and
night without bothering about themselves, and continue to do so. Amidst
all this, there indeed are people
who’ve played a major role in the
fight against the second wave of
Corona.
When the second wave came,
delivering medical oxygen to remote
parts of the country was indeed a
huge task. If an oxygen tanker moves
fast, the slightest error can lead to
the risk of a big explosion.
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